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Abstract: - The application of genetic algorithms for an 
effective choice of information sources is introduced. The object 
is a combined GA as a probabilistic choice of information 
sources in the search of quasioptimal solutions. The general 
structure of the algorithm and its operation is presented. The 
comparative research under equal conditions and the presented 
graphs show that the increase of the problem dimensionality lead 
to a nonlinear improvement related to the method of the random 
search and also that it is better than a previously cited algorithm. 
This contributes to the more effective solution of the problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Genetic algorithms (GA)are a method for search based on 
the selection of the best species in the population in analogy to 
the theory of evolution of Ch. Darwin. 

Their origin is based on the model of biological evolution 
and the methods of random search. From the bibliographical 
sources [1]-[4] it is evident that the random search appeared 
as a realization of the simplest evolutionary model when the 
random mutations are modeled during random phases of 
searching the optimal solution and the selection is modeled as 
“removal” of the unfeasible versions. 

The main goal of GA-s is twofold: 
- abstract and formal explanation of the adaptation 

processes in evolutionary systems; 
- modelling natural evolutionary processes for efficient 

solution of determined class of optimization and other 
problems. 

The continuously growing number of publications and also 
of the practical implementations during the last years is a 
stable proof of the growing expansion of the scientific and 
application research in the domain of GA 

In order to give a general fancy for the type of applications, 
they could be classified in four main directions [5]: science, 
engineering, industry and various other directions 
(miscellaneous applications). Some specific areas inside any 
of these directions are discussed below. 
Scientific applications [5]-[9] – of chemical, analysis of 
spectroscopy, medical image reconstruction [8], computer 
aided diagnosis, machine-learning in highly dimensional data, 
the analysis of promoters in biological sequences in the 
problem to deal with [9] etc. 
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Engineering applications [4], [5], [10], [11] – electrical, 
hydraulic, structural, aeronautical, robotics and control etc. 

Industrial applications [4], [5], [12]-[14] – design, 
manufacture, scheduling, management etc. 

Miscellaneous applications [5], [15], [16] – problem of 
attribute selection in data mining, decisions support system, 
finance, optimization a forecast model, forest management 
etc. 

We propose in the rest of the paper the usage of the GA for 
an effective choice of information sources. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The modern practice becomes more and more bounded to 
the process of solving different search problems of exactly 
defined information from huge data bases (DBs), its 
representation and visualization included. There is a certain 
number of concepts that have been well-developed and which 
offer tools to solve the above-introduced problems. Some of 
the are: 

KRAFT – Knowledge Reuse and Fusion / Transformation 
[17]. The main aim of this project is to enable sharing and 
reuse of constraints embedded in heterogeneous databases and 
knowledge systems. It has a hierarchy of shared ontologies for 
local resource ontology translation. 

OBSERVER – Ontology Based System Enhanced with 
Relationship for Vocabulary heterogeneity Resolution [18] is 
a system for information retrieving from information sources 
(IS). The main aim is to retrieve information from 
heterogeneous data bases without knowledge of their 
structure, location and existence of the requested information. 

EXPECT [19] is a framework for knowledge based systems 
developed to support knowledge acquisition and explanation. 

Disciple-RKF [20] is aimed at development and 
experimental validation of a collaborative assistant for rapid 
data basis formation and reasoning to enable a team of subject 
matter experts that do not have prior knowledge engineering 
experience, to rapidly construct, update and extend a high 
quality integrated base for a complex application. 

ODM - Ontology-Driven Methodology [21] Smirnov’s 
approach is designed as a combination of the discussed 
systems. It is an integrated structure for choices of 
information sources. 

The idea of such problems is the choice of certain concepts 
which shall be applied in the search and the processing of 
users’ requests in the most effective way and according to 
predefined criteria – costs, time, etc. 

The formulation of such problems requires to define the 
components of their complex elements [21] (applied ontology 
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– AO, information sources – IS, IS ontologies, user requests, 
requests’ ontologies, etc.). Different relations among the set of 
elements are established below, the goal-function definition 
included. 

AO A contains some ontology elements (OE – {aj}), i.e. 
classes O, attributes Q, domains D, and constraints C of the 
application domain. 

( ) { } n,...,jaC,D,Q,OA j 1 , ===   (1) 
where n is the number of OEs. 
IS Si contains some OEs {slit} at a time instant t. Besides 

OEs, IS contains instances (information content I), i.e. it 
constitutes a constraint network CNet(Si): 

CNet(Sit) = 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) == ititititit SI,SC,SD,SQ,SO  

{ } ilit p,...,lT,...,tm,...,is 1 ,1 ,1 , ====   (2) 
where m is the number of ISs in the system, T is the system 

life time, and pi is the number of OEs of ISi. 
Information map associates OEs of ISs with those of AO at 

a time instant t. Such association is denoted by a symbol “→”, 
and a statement “OE aj is associated with IS Sit” is denoted by 
( )itj Sa → : 

( ){ } AaSaIM jitjt ∈→=  ,   (3) 
It is considered that for each IS its parameters such as costs, 

availability, access time, on-line schedule, etc. are known. IS 
ontology will be defined as an association of IS’ elements 
with AO’s elements: 

( ) ( ){ }litjit saSA →=    (4) 
When a user request R is received by the system it is 

decomposed into a set of subrequests rk, which then are 
associated with the AO’s OEs (i.e. translated into the system’s 
terms). This association is contained in the request ontology 
A(R). When these operations are completed the request 
translated and decomposed into subrequests associated with 
the AO’s OEs will be obtained (denoted by R′): 

{ }krR =     (5) 
( ) ( ){ } AaRrarRA jkjk ∈∈→=  , ,  (6) 

{ } ( ) ( )RAarRaaR jk
'

jj
' ∈→∃∈∀=  : ,  (7) 

When the operations above are completed a set of feasible 
decisions of the task DecR can be written as: 

{ } ( ){ litkRRR srdecdecDec →== }

)

)

  (8) 
Costs Cost , time Time and reliability Reli required for 

request processing can be used as criteria of the decision’s 
effectiveness: 

( ) (∑
∈

=
Rjik decs

likCostRtcos sfdecfCost    (9) 

( RTime decfTime =     (10) 

( ) ( )∑
∈

=
Rjik decs

likliReRliRe sfdecfliRe   (11) 

Also, an overall index of effectiveness Eff including 
estimations of both costs and time can be considered 
(multicriteria optimization). For instance, normalized values 
of cost and time (superscript N) functions can be summarized 
using weights wCost  , wTime  and wReli 

( ) == REff decfEff  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) == RliReRTimeRCost
'
Eff decf,decf ,decff  

( ) (
)dec(f.w

decfwdecfw

R
N

liReliRe

R
N

TimeTimeR
N

CostCost

+

+⋅+⋅= )
    (12) 

1www liReTimeCost =++  

Decision is considered effective (denoted by  ) if the 
value of goal function, e.g., (11), is minimal with the 
constraints (1 - 8) being true: 

eff
Rdec

R
eff
R Decdec ∈ , 

( ) ( )REff
eff
REffRR decfdecfDecdec ≤∈∀  ,   (13) 

III. THE USAGE OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic algorithms are intended for searching a space of 
possible solutions to identify the best one. The “best” solution 
is defined as the one optimizing a predefined numerical 
measure called the solution fitness. Although different 
implementations of the genetic algorithms vary in their 
implementation details, they usually share the following 
structure [22]. 

The algorithm works by iteratively updating a set of 
possible solutions, called population. On each iteration, all 
members of the population are evaluated according to the 
fitness function. 
A new population is generated by probabilistically selecting 

the most fit individuals from the current population. 
Some of the selected individuals are carried forward into 

the next population intact. Others are used as the basis for 
creating new offspring individuals by applying genetic 
operations such as crossover and mutation. 

 
 IS1 … ISi … ISm 
OE1 R

1,1dec  … R
i,1dec  … R

m,1dec  
… … … … … … 
OEk R

1,kdec … R
i,kdec  … R

m,kdec  
… … … … … … 
OEn R

1,ndec … R
i,ndec  … R

m,ndec  
 

Fig. 1. Structure of a feasible decision used in GA 
 
An application of the genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed 

for the solution of the above-defined task. It is effective for 
problems of similar nature. A feasible static decision decR 

represents a chromosome and has the following structure: 
{ }R

i,kR decdec =      (14) 

where each  is a Boolean variable equal to 1 if ISi is 
used for obtaining OEk or to 0 otherwise  

R
i,kdec

Hence, decR represents a binary matrix (Fig. 1), whose rows 
are considered as genes for GA. 
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Fig. 2 
 
The solution of the already postulated problem is via a new 

GA which is created on the basis of a combination of elements 
from algorithms of Gen [23], Falkenauer [24] and Goldberg 
[25] as a probabilistic approach to quasioptimal solutions, 
using certain parts of the algorithms, above mentioned and we 
have also added some supplementary elements, that allow 
larger choice of the criteria and better selection after the 
population accomplished, which leads to decrease in number 
of the necessary computations.. The general structure of the 
algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. After the starting 
initialization a definition of a chromosome with the following 
structure is defined: , where each  is a 
Boolean variable equal to 1 iff ISi is used to obtain OEk or to 0 
otherwise. Then a choice is made of the used criteria (Time, 
Cost, Reli). 

{ R
i,kR decdec = } R

i,kdec

First, a random set of solutions (1st generation) is generated. 

Then the solutions are estimated according to the selected 
criteria (fitting). The next step is sorting of the solutions 
(ranking from the best to the worst). Now mechanisms of 
crossover and mutation are applied for the best solution to 
generate new solutions. A selection of the best solution is 
done followed by a verification whether the defined number 
of populations is reached. Otherwise a random set of solutions 
is generated and the loop is repeated over and over till the 
defined number of populations is achieved. After that the best 
solution is saved. 

A series of tests of the discussed GA (Fig. 2) were 
performed about the choice of information sources. They were 
based on the algorithm for problems with different 
dimensions. The values of the different parameters were 
randomly generated. Some actual problems have been solved, 
using six types of data bases as information sources. At that 
the number of the computations needed has been found at the 
presence of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 data bases. 

The obtained results are shown in Table 1 with the 
respective number of information sources and the number of 
iterations for achieving the effective solution. They are 
visualized in Fig. 3 as the graph GA2. 

Also comparative research was done under the same 
conditions using the methods of random search (MRS) and 
also using GA1, the older GA [26] applied by [21]. The 
obtained data are shown in Table I (MRS, GA1 and GA2), the 
graphs are in Fig. 3. 

TABLE I 
 

Number of Computations (NC) Information 
Sources (IS) MRS GA1 GA2 

2 24 20 17 
3 56 40 35 
4 > 100 71 63 
5 > 100 88 75 
6 > 100 92 80 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The paper deals with the applicability of GAs under 
effective choice of information sources. 

The results show that the introduced algorithm for the 
choice of information sources has much better indicators than 
the one of the method of random search and even better than 
GA1. This is due to the significantly smaller number of 
necessary computations to obtain the quasieffective solution 
compared to MRS; related to GA1 it is also better, due to the 
new additional elements in GA2, which enable better selection 
after the population realized and faster discovery of the 
solutions searched for. From the graphs in Fig. 3 it is evident 
that the increase in the dimensionality of the problem leads to 
a nonlinear improvement compared with MRS and with 
respect to GA1 there is also a certain improvement. 

The conclusion is that the application of GA2 to choose 
information sources leads to better results thus showing that 
the usage of new GA-based approaches contributes to the 
more effective solution of certain problems. 

The research in the domain can continue in pursuit of new 
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and better GAs for the solution of problems with complicated | 
more complex structures and a bigger volume like the 
multiobjective optimization problems. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 
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